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About us
IBSP contains of a group of companies that have more than 35 years of experiences in
Security, Business and Banking systems based on Cloud solutions. With customer
references such as Samsung, Nasa, Rolls Royce, major world leading Banks and many
more, we now offer our world-wide clients a High Secure Smartphone Virtual Instant
Personal ID function.

VIP-ID
VIP-ID is a virtual e-identity and makes it possible for companies, banks, organisations, and
government departments to identify and sign agreements with private persons online direct from their
smart phone. VIP-ID is a virtual identification method such as electronic identification card or electronic
passport.
IBSP customers, using our white branded core banking platform and any
other private person world-wide, can use our encrypted High Secure
Virtual Instant Personal ID authentication, available for Android and
iPhone.
Any private person can register on our secure website and identify
themselves according to international KYC regulations.
IBSP offer private persons two basic functions, one for personal
identification with Smart Phones and one for personal signatures of
documents.
Our VIP-ID authentication can be used by clients at their websites to
identify persons for login, payments, and electronic signatures.
The technology for the VIP-ID is based on encryption technology from
our sister company Ardy Electronics Ltd, who has delivered high secure
digital encryption solutions world-wide since 1986.

Setup
Private persons can identify themselves at our website and after
approved identification, download the App for Android or iPhone.
VIP-ID uses Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) encryption with RSA
algorithms where the mobile phone number, an activation code from the
issuer and a personal password is encrypted to an electronic signature
and thereafter sent to the website as identification of the private person.
Each smart phone can only use one VIP-ID but each private person can
have multiple VIP-ID on different devices.

Sign In
Private persons can use the VIP-ID for secure login to all IBSP branded
core banking platforms world-wide.
VIP-ID can also be used by other organizations to identify private persons
for different identification reasons.
VIP-ID works online for the smart phones; Android and iPhone.
Each identification process has an automatic authentication online.
Clients have three identification tries before the VIP-ID is being locked.
If this happens, the client needs to contact the issuer admin support.
For additional security a QR-code can be scanned from the website to
authenticate “Device Present” function.

Identification
For identification a private person opens the VIP-ID app on their smart
phone when asked from the issuer website and identify themselves with
a personal password.
This password shall not be given to any other person and shall be
protected and not visible for other persons.
The client will receive notifications to the smart phone as a reminder and
information if someone else tries to start an identification process for a
client.
Clients can read information on the VIP-ID app what is the reason for
the identification and from what website the authentication process is
started.
Clients shall only identify themselves from their own actions at the
websites and not use the VIP-ID when other persons ask them to identify
themselves via different media.
VIP-ID uses PKI encryption for secure identification and to avoid “man in the middle attacks” IBSP
uses one-time visible authentication codes for each identification. These codes shall manually be
checked by the client to avoid false authentication attacks.

For more information contact www.vipid.se or info@vipid.se
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